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Abstra t

A graph G = (V; E ) is a k-strati ed graph if V is partitioned into
V1 , V2 ...Vk
lasses (strata). Let Gi be the subgraph of G indu ed by
Vi (1  i  k ) and Gij be the bipartite subgraph with Vi , Vj its two
partites and Eij = f(u; v ) 2 E ju 2 Vi ; v 2 Vj g. If d is the degree of a
vertex v 2 V , then k-strati ation of G de omposes d to a k-ve tor
of integers (d1 , d2 ,...,dk ), where di (1  i  k) indi ates the number
of verti es in Vi in ident to v . Note that d = ki=1 di . If a multiset
of n k-ve tors is given does a k-strati ed graph exist whi h de nes
these ve tors? The omputation omplexities of this problem and
a number of its subproblems are investigated. It is proven that the
above problem is NP-Complete. It remains NP-Complete even if the
ardinalities of V1 , V2 ,...,Vk are known. The problem be omes polynomial if the identities of verti es in ea h Vi (1  i  k) are known.
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1 Introdu tion
Graphs are frequently used to model di erent omputer stru tures. The
Very Large S ale Integrated Cir uit (VLSI) is a omplex omputer stru ture modeled by graphs. VLSI hips ontain millions of transistors and
onne ting wires. The design of a ir uit on a VLSI hip involves a step
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that maps its spe i ations to a geometri stru ture. This step is alled the
ir uit layout and the mapping is alled the physi al design [13℄. Problems
en ountered in the physi al design are often represented as graph theoreti al
problems. Su h problems in lude minimization problems [6℄ [11℄, routing
problems [13℄ [14℄ and strati ation problems [10℄ [12℄. The advan ement in
te hnology has allowed the use of more than one layer (stratum) for routing
inter onne tions [9℄. The routing algorithms for multilayer routings an be
onveniently be designed using k-strati ed graphs as graph representations
[10℄.
Complexity answers to questions related to design routings an be greatly
fa ilitated by the representation of a graph as layered (strati ed graphs) [1℄
[2℄. A spe ial lass of strati ed graphs alled uniform strati ed graphs has
been investigated in [8℄. The uniform strati ed graphs have the property
that the degrees of ea h vertex relatively to ea h of the strata are equal
[2℄. Again, for this lass of strati ed graphs some omplexity answers are
greatly fa ilitated.
This paper deals with the intra tability of some of the problems involved
in the design modeled by k-strati ed graphs. Di erent restri tions are
introdu ed and their e e t in the intra tability of the resulting sub problems
are investigated. A spe trum of sub problems are onsidered. The spe trum
of these sub problems moves progressively from intra table to polynomial
problems.

2 Preliminaries
In this se tion we de ne some of basi terms that are used to des ribe the
problems dealt in this paper.
De nition 1. A graph G = (V; E ) is a k-strati ed graph if V is partitioned
into V1 ; V2 :::Vk lasses (strata). Let Gi be the subgraph of G indu ed by Vi

(1  i  k) and Gij be the bipartite subgraph with Vi ; Vj its two partities
and Eij = f(u; v ) 2 E ju 2 Vi ; v 2 Vj g.
For k = 2 the graph is alled a 2-strati ed graph and V is partitioned
into two lasses V1 and V2 . G1 and G2 are subgraphs indu ed by V1 and V2 .
G12 is the bipartite subgraph with V1 and V2 its two partites. Figure 1 shows
an example of a 2-strati ed graph with V1 = fa; b; g and V2 = fd; e; f; gg.

De nition 2. The degree of a vertex is de ned as the number of edges
in ident on the vertex.
De nition 3. If d is the degree of a vertex v 2 V , then k-strati

de omposes d to a k -ve tor of integers (d1 ; d2 ; :::; dk ), where di
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Figure 1: An example of a 2-strati ed graph G(V; E ). The dotted lines
represent the edges E12
indi ates the number of verti es in Vi in ident to v . The summation of di 's
gives the degree d.

From gure 1, the 2-ve tor for vertex a is (2,1). It an be seen that 2
verti es in V1 and 1 vertex in V2 are in ident to a. Therfore, by de nition,
the 2-ve tor for a is (2,1).
De nition 4. For a k-strati ed graph G = (V; E ) with n verti es, a multiset is de ned whi h in ludes all n k -ve tors for G.

The multiset is denoted by the symbol D. The multiset for the 2strati ed graph shown in Figure 1 is, D = f(2; 1), (2; 2), (2; 2), (1; 2), (0; 2),
(3; 2), (1; 2)g Note that a multiset ould ontain an element many times.

De nition 5. A uniform graph is a k-strati
has the same degree for ea h stratum.

ed graph in whi h a vertex

This implies that for a uniform graph, the integer omponents for ea h

k-ve tor of the multiset are identi al. The graph in gure 2 is a 2-strati ed
uniform graph with D = f(2; 2); (2; 2); (2; 2); (2; 2); (1; 1); (2; 2); (1; 1)g.

De nition 6. A regular graph is one in whi h, all of its verti es have the

same degree.

A uniform-regular graph will then have the properties of both uniform
and regular graphs. This implies that for a uniform-regular graph, the
integer terms within ea h k-ve tor are identi al and the k-ve tors for all the
verti es are also identi al to ea h other. The graph in Figure 3 is 2-strati ed
uniform-regular graph with D = f(2; 2); (2; 2); (2; 2); (2; 2); (2; 2); (2; 2)g.

De nition 7. The partition problem states that given a nite set A and a
size s(a) 2 Z + , 8a 2 A, is there a subset A0 2 A su h that a2A s(a) =
a2A A s(a). Partition problem has been proven to be NP-Complete [4℄.
The partition problem is denoted as PART.
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Figure 2: An example of a 2-strati ed uniform graph
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Figure 3: A 2-strati ed uniform-regular graph

3 k-strati ation Problems
The general k-strati ed graph onstru tion problem is de ned as follows:
Given a multiset D of n k-ve tors is there a k-strati ed graph G with its
multiset of ve tors identi al to D? In this paper we also dis uss some
restri tions to the general problem. The problem is analyzed when the
multiset is restri ted to a uniform graph and a uniform-regular graph. Another restri tion provides the ardinality of the verti es in ea h stratum and
analyzes the resulting omplexity of the problem. Finally, the fourth restri tion provides the identities of the verti es that belong to ea h stratum.
The formal de nitions of the above problems losely follow the notation
found in [4℄.

1

: Given a multiset D of n k -ve tors of integers and k  2, is there a
k-strati ed graph G = (V; E ) with its multiset of ve tors identi al to D?

Restri ting k to be equal to 2, the minimum of its possible values, the
sub problem 2 of 1 is de ned as follows:
4

2: Given a multiset D of n 2-ve tors of integers, is there a 2-strati ed
graph G = (V; E ) with its multiset of ve tors identi al to D?
If it is known that n1 of the n ve tors belong to the rst stratum and
therefore n2 = n n1 belong to the se ond stratum then a subproblem 3
of 2 is de ned as follows:

3

: Given a multiset D of n 2-ve tors of integers, and an integer n1 < n,
is there a 2-strati ed graph G = (V; E ) with jV1 j = n1 , jV2 j = n2 = n n1
su h that its multiset of ve tors is identi al to D?

Given D = f(2; 1); (2; 2); (2; 2); (1; 2); (0; 2); (3; 2); (1; 2)g and n1 = 3 , is
there a 2-strati ed graph with jV1 j = 3 and jV2 j = 4 ? Though the ardinality of the verti es in ea h strata is given, the identity of the verti es
whi h verti es belong to V1 and V2 need to be determined.
If it is also known whi h n, ve tors belong to one stratum, instead of
how many, then a subproblem 4 of 3 is de ned as follows:

4: Given a multiset D of n 2-ve tors of integers and the identities of
n1 < n of the ve tors whi h belong to one stratum, is there a 2-strati ed
graph G = (V; E ) with V1 ontaining the identi ed ve tors, V2 ontaining
the rest n2 = n n1 and su h that the multiset of G is identi al to D?
Given D = fv1 = (2; 1), v2 = (2; 2), v3 = (2; 2), v4 = (1; 2), v5 = (0; 2),
v6 = (3; 2), v7 = (1; 2)g, n1 = 3, V1 = fv1 ; v2 ; v3 g and V2 in ludes the remaining verti es, is there a 2-strati ed graph with V1 and V2 as de ned? In
this sub problem, the identity of the verti es whi h belong to ea h stratum
is also known.

Restri tions ould also be imposed on other aspe ts of the ve tor set D.
If all the integer omponents of a ve tor are equal, then the subproblem 5
of 1 is de ned as follows:

5: Given a multiset D of n k-ve tors of integers and k  2 and 8di 2 D;
di1 = di2 = : : : = dik , is there a k-strati ed graph G = (V; E ) with its multiset of ve tors identi al to D? Note that 5 restri ts the graph G = (V; E )
to be a uniform k -strati ed graph.
Given D = fv1 = (2; 2; 2), v2 = (1; 1; 1), v3 = (1; 1; 1), v4 = (1; 1; 1),
v5 = (1; 1; 1), v6 = (1; 1; 1), v7 = (1; 1; 1), v8 = (1; 1; 1), v9 = (2; 2; 2),
v10 = (1; 1; 1)g, is there a 3-strati ed graph with its multiset of ve tors
identi al to D? For this instan e, there a exists a 3-strati ation with
5

V1 = fv1 ; v2 ; v4 g, V2 = fv3 ; v5 ; v8 ; v6 g and V3 = fv7 ; v9 ; v10 g. The resulting
graph is a uniform 3-strati ed graph as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: A uniform 3-strati ed graph for the given D
When k = 2, 5 is restri ted to a sub problem 6 .

6

:

Problem

5 with k = 2.

If the equality of the ve tor omponents also extends a ross all ve tors
then a sub problem 7 of 5 is de ned as follows:

7

: Given a multiset D of n k-ve tors of integers with k  2, 8di 2 D ;
di1 = di2 = : : : = dik and dj = di , 8di ; dj 2 D, is there a k-strati ed graph
G = (V; E ) with its multiset of ve tors identi al to D? Note that 7 restri ts

the graph to be a uniform and regular.

Given D = fv1 = (2; 2; 2), v2 = (2; 2; 2), v3 = (2; 2; 2), v4 = (2; 2; 2),
v5 = (2; 2; 2), v6 (2; 2; 2), v7 = (2; 2; 2), v8 = (2; 2; 2), v9 = 2; 2; 2)g, is
there a 3-strati ed graph with its multiset of ve tors identi al to D? For
this instan e, there a exists a 3-strati ation with 3 verti es(any 3) in ea h
stratum. The resulting graph is a uniform-regular 3-strati ed graph as
shown in Figure 5.

8

:

Problem

8 with k = 2.

If  ! 0 represents the relationship, 0 is a sub problem of , then
Figure 4 illustrates the relationships of all the problems. Note, that the
relationship is transitive.
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Figure 5: A uniform-regular 3-strati ed graph for the given D
From the omplexity theory it is known that if a problem i is proven
to be NP-Complete then all its prede essors are also NP-Complete. Also, if
a problem j is proven to be polynomial then all its subsequent problems
are also polynomial. The intuition behind the above statements is that
if a problem is intra table then any prede esor(more diÆ ult) problem is
also intra table and if a problem is polynomial then any su essor(easier)
problem is also polynomial.

4 Problem Complexities
To prove that a problem  is NP-Complete the following two steps are
suÆ ient:
1. A guess whi h is a possible solution for an instan e of  must be
polynomially veri able.
2. A known NP-Complete problem 0 polynomially transforms to  i.e.
a "Yes" instan e of 0 an be transformed on polynomial time into a
"Yes" instan e of  and vi e versa
The above transformation is alled polynomial redu tion of 0 to  and is
denoted as 0 .
To prove that a problem  is polynomial it suÆ es to design a polynomial algorithm for .
Theorem 1. Problem 4 is Polynomial.
7

Figure 6: Relationship of the de ned problems
Proof. It suÆ es to design a polynomial algorithm whi h answers the question of the problem.

Let D = f(d11 ; d12 ); (d21 ; d22 ); : : : ; (dn1 ; dn2 )g with n1 < n ve tors on
stratum 1 and n2 = n n1 on stratum 2. The following algorithm solves
the problem.
Algorithm:
Step 1. Consider the rst omponents of the n1 verti es. Che k if the
resulting multiset is graphi al. If it is graphi al go to step 2 else
answer "No" and stop, i.e. there is no 2-strati ed graph a ording
to D.
Step 2. Consider the se ond omponents of the n2 verti es. Che k if the
resulting multiset is graphi al. If it is graphi al go to step 3 else
answer "No" and stop.
Step 3. Consider the multiset that ontains the se ond omponents of the
n1 verti es and the rst omponents of the n2 verti es. Che k if the
resulting multiset is graphi al then the answer is "Yes" i.e. there
is a 2-strati ed graph a ording to D, else answer "No" and stop.
Ea h step of the algorithm an be arried out in polynomial time (graphi ability is known to be polynomial). Therefore the algorithm is polynomial.
Step 1 onstru ts a graph G1 if there exists one. Step 2 onstru ts a
graph G2 if there exists one. Step 3 onstru ts a bipartite graph G12 if
there exists one.
8

The G12 has the n1 verti es on one partite and the n2 verti es on the
other, Therefore, G12 onne ts G1 and G2 to form a 2-strati ed graph with
G1 its rst stratum and G2 its se ond. Thus, the answer to 4 an be
obtained in polynomial time.
A positive example for the Theorem 1:
D = fv1 = (2; 2), v2 = (2; 1), v3 = (4; 1), v4 = (2; 1), v5 = (2; 2),
v6 = (2; 1)g with v1 ; v2 ; v4 ; v5 on stratum 1 and v3 ; v6 on stratum 2.

Step 1: f2; 2; 2; 2g is graphi al.

v1

v2

v4

v5

Figure 7: Constru tion of G1
Step 2: f1; 1g is graphi al.
v3

v6

Figure 8: Constru tion of G2
Step 3: f1; 2; 1; 2; 4; 2g is graphi al.
v1

v2

v4

v3

v5

v6

Figure 9: Constru tion of G12
10.

Therefore, the 2-strati ed graph G a ording to D is as shown in Figure
A negative example for Theorem 1:
9
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Figure 10: Constru tion of G
D = fv1 = (4; 3); v2 = (1; 1); v3 = (2; 2); v4 = (3; 3)g with v1 ; v3 ; v4 on
stratum 1 and v2 on stratum 2.

Step 1: f4; 2; 3g is not graphi al and thus there is no 2-strati ed graph
a ording to D.
Corollary 1. The following problem  is polynomial. Given a mulitset D
of n k -ve tors of integers, k > 2 and the identities of n1 ; n2 ; : : : ; nk of these
ve tors whi h belong to v1 ; v2 ; : : : ; vk respe tively with n1 + n2 + : : : + nk = n,
is there a k -strati ed graph G = (V; E ) with strata v1 ; v2 ; : : : ; vk and su h
that the multiset of G is identi al to D?

Proof. Graphs G1 ; G2 ; : : : ; Gk an be onstru ted polynomially if they exist. The onstru tion is similar to the one des ribed in the proof of Theorem 1. Also k(k2 1) bipartite graphs Gij , where 1  i  j  k an be
onstru ted, if they exist as in Theorem 1.

Therefore the question of  an be answered in polynomial time.

Theorem 2. Problem 

6

is NP-Complete.

First it has to be proven that  2 NP i.e. guessing a possible solution from an instan e of 6 , it an be veri ed in polynomial time if the
answer for this guess is "Yes" or "No". A guess will onsist of a subset of
verti es from D whi h belong to the rst stratum ans thus the rest of them
to the se ond stratum. The veri ation, if there is a graph G a ording
to the guess with a multiset of n 2-ve tors identi al to D, an be done in
polynomial time a ording to Theorem 1.

Proof.

The se ond part of the proof onsists of a polynomial redu tion of the
NP-Complete problem P ART to 6 i.e. P ART 6 .
Let A and s : A ! Z + be a generi instan e of the PART. A spe i instan e for example is A = fa; b; ; d; e; f g with s(a) = 4, s(b) = 2, s( ) = 2,
10

s(d) = 1, s(e) = 1 and s(f ) = 2.

The polynomial redu tion P ART 6 involves the following two steps:
1. Constru tion in polynomial time of a uniform mulitset D of pairs of
integers from an instan e A of P ART .
2. Proving that D is the multiset of a uniform 2-strati ed graph if and
only if A has a partition.
Step 1: Constru tion of D:
For every x 2 A with size s(x) onstru t Dx = f(s(x); s(x)), (1; 1),
(1; 1), : : : ,(1; 1) s(x) times, (2; 2), (2; 2), : : : ,(2; 2) s(x) timesg. The size of
Dx is jDxj = 2s(x) + 1
The multiset D will be the union of all mulitsets Dx , 8x 2 A i.e.,
D=

[D

x 2A

x

The size of D is jDj = Px2A jDx j = 2 Px2A s(x)+ jAj. Thus, the size of D
and therefore its onstru tion is polynomial on the input length (input A, s).
For the instan e of P ART given above the multiset D will be, D =
f(4,4), (1,1), (1,1) (1,1), (1,1), (2,2), (2,2), (2,2), (2,2), (2,2), (1,1), (1,1),
(2,2),(2,2), (2,2), (2,2), (2,2), (1,1), (1,1),(2,2), (2,2), (1,1), (1,1), (2,2),
(1,1), (1,1), (2,2), (2,2), (1,1), (1,1)g.
Step 2: Proof for the if and only if:
Let A have a partition, then D will also be subje t to a orresponding
partition by the onstru tion of D. For the above example A0 = fa; bg and
A A0 = f ; d; e; f g de ne a partition on A be ause s(A0 ) = s(A A0 ).
Also D0 = f(4,4), (1,1), (1,1) (1,1), (1,1), (2,2), (2,2), (2,2), (2,2), (2,2),
(1,1), (1,1), (2,2),(2,2)g and D D0 = f(2,2), (1,1), (1,1),(2,2), (2,2), (1,1),
(1,1), (2,2), (1,1), (1,1), (2,2), (2,2), (1,1), (1,1), (2,2),(2,2)g is a partition
of D relatively to their rst or se ond ve tor omponents.
A0 and A A0 of the partition of A de ne the rst and se ond strata
G1 and G2 of a graph G. The addition of an appropriate number of 1's
and 2's in the onstru tion of D guarantees the onstru tion of G1 and G2 .

Note that the added 2-verti es (verti es with degree 2 in ea h strata) in
ea h D0 and D D0 are onne ted to a ring whi h is always possible. For
11

the example G1 and G2 are illustrated in Figure 11.

G1 :

G2 :

Figure 11: Graphs G1 , G2 of G
Conne t with edges the added 1-verti es of G1 and the added 1-verti es
of G2 . Also, onne t the verti es in D0 whi h orrespond to elements of
A with the added 2-verti es in the ring of G2 and orrespondingly the 2verti es in the ring G1 . The onstru ted graph G a ording to the above is
illustrated in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Graph G
The graph G is by onstru tion a uniform 2-strati ed graph whi h is
onstru ted in polynomial time if A has a partition. The reverse is also
true i.e. a uniform 2-strati ed graph as above de nes a partition between
the verti es of the two strata. The removal of the extra 2's and 1's de nes a
partition on A. Therefore P ART 6 and thus 6 2 NP Complete.
Corollary 2. Problems 1 , 2 , 5 are NP-Complete.
12

6 whi h is proven to be NP-Complete is a sub problem to ea h one
of them. Thus, 1 , 2 , 5 are NP-Complete.
Theorem 3. Problem 8 is Polynomial.
Proof. The multiset of a uniform-regular graph has identi al 2-ve tors. For
this multiset to re e t a 2-strati ation, exa tly half the number of verti es should belong to ea h stratum. Otherwise, the graph G12 will not
be graphable. Sin e it is a uniform-regular graph, any half of the verti es
an belong to ea h strata and this eliminates the exponential number of
possibilities whi h exist otherwise.
Proof.

Let D = f(3; 3); (3; 3); (3; 3); (3; 3); (3; 3); (3; 3); (3; 3); (3; 3)g. Sin e all
the ve tors are identi al, any 4 verti es an belong to ea h one of the strata.
Given the verti es that belong to ea h stratum, it an then be veri ed in
polynomial time if the graphs G1 , G2 and G12 are graphable (from Theorem
7). Therefore 8 is Polynomial.
Corollary 3. Problem 7 is polynomial.
Proof. Extending the proof of Theorem 3 to k identi al sets instead of 2,
the answer to the question of 7 an be derived in polynomial time.
Lemma 1. If x is the degree of a vertex in ea h strata (x = 3 in above
example) and there exists 2 strata, then the minimum uniform-regular graph
should have exa tly 2(x + 1) total verti es, with (x + 1) verti es in ea h
stratum.

If x is the degree of a vertex in one strata, then it needs exa lty x other
verti es in the same strata to satisfy the degree. Therefore (x + 1) verti es
is required in ea h stratum and 2(x + 1) verti es are required in total.

Lemma 2. If there exists k-strata then the minimum uniform-regular graph
should have at least k (x+1) total verti es, with (x+1) verti es in ea h strata.

Lemma 3. In a k-strati ed minimum uniform-regular graph the sub graphs
G1 ; G2 ; : : : ; Gk are unique while the orresponding bipartite graphs are not

uniquqe.

By de nition of a minimum uniform-regular graph, if the vertex degree
in ea h stratum is x then there are exa tly (x + 1) verti es in ea h strata.
Therefore to satisfy this degree requirement, every vertex will be in ident
with the remaining x verti es in the same strata. This implies that ea h
strata will be a omplete graph and therefore unique. The bipartite graph
on the other hand requires a vertex in strata1 , to be in ident with any
x (among the (x + 1)) verti es in strata2 and vi e versa. Therefore the
bipartite graphs are not unique.
13

Theorem 4. Problem 

3

is NP-Complete.

3 also belongs to NP. A polynomial Turing redu tion te hnique
an be used to prove that it is NP-Complete.

Proof.

Assume 3 belongs to P ( lass Polynomial). Suppose that S (D; n1 ) is
a subroutine for solving 3 , with the parameters D - the multiset and n1 the number of verti es that belong stratum 1. 2 an then be solved using
the subroutine for 3 . In other words, 2 T 3 .
Given D the multiset for 2 , all the subroutine S (D; 1). S (D; 1) will
answer if the given multiset represents a 2-strati ed graph with 1 vertex in
stratum 1 and remaining (n 1) verti es in stratum 2. If S (D; 1) returns
the answer "yes", then it an be on luded that the multiset D represents
a 2-strati ed graph. If S (D; 1) returns the answer "no" then the pro ess
is repeated with S (D; 2). In this way, with at most n=2 alls to the subroutine, it an be determined if D represents a 2-strati ed graph. (Note:
n=2 alls will be needed only if the rst (n=2 1) alls to the subroutine
answers "no"). The pro ess is shown in Figure 13.
Based on the assumption, ea h all to the subroutine S (D; n1 ) requires
polynomial time and at most n=2 alls to solve 2 . Therefore, 2 an also
be solved in polynomial time. However, it has been proved earlier that
2 is NP-Complete (Corollary 2) and annot be solved in polynomial time
unless P = NP. Therefore, the assumption 3 belongs to P is false.
This Turing redu tion, 2 T 3 , shows that 3 is NP-HARD. Given
3 is NP and NP-HARD, it an be on luded that it is NP-Complete.

Figure 13: Turing Redu tion for 2 using 3 as Ora le.
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5 Con lusion
This paper dis usses the omplexity of k-strati ation of a graph from a
given multiset. A spe trum of sub problems were investigated. Formal
te hniques were used to prove that the omplexity of these sub problems
ranges from NP-Completeness to polynomial depending on the restri tion.
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